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A

rchitectural design—that is,
the manipulation of space,
light, material and form—has
been proven to affect the human brain in both powerful and subtle
ways. Research by neuroscientists
and psychologists has found that the
design of a building, particularly the
geometry and arrangement of its interior volumes, influences one’s mood
and sense of well-being. Self storage,
along with other commercial enterprises, can benefit from these types of
cognitive studies.
Some designers of self-storage
facilities have recently begun to incorporate architectural elements intended
to help create user-friendly and human30

scale environments in which tenants
feel not only physically safe but psychologically comfortable. From a business
perspective, the combination of such
architectural elements could be the deciding factor when a potential customer
is considering whether to store with you
or look elsewhere. As recent research
shows, the architect’s mantra of “good
design matters” makes a lot of sense.

‘NEURO-ARCHITECTURE’

In 2017, a conference held in London
brought together cognitive scientists
and architects to discuss the latest
psychological research on how people
react to various built environments.
While topics did not specifically ad-

dress self storage but instead focused
on urban planning and inner-city
streetscapes, the so-called “neuro-architecture” research provided psychology-based insights with potential for
broader application.
One study measured physiological
and emotional responses to different building facades, by monitoring
research participants through wearable
devices. The findings showed that people are affected in a negative way if the
facade is simplistic and monotonous,
but in a positive way if it is complex and
interesting. Pedestrians actually hastened their pace when confronted with
broad facades composed of an opaque
material, yet data showed that their
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Key Storage photos courtesy of Dallenbach Cole Architecture. Storage West photo courtesy of The Los Angeles Athletic Club (parent company of Storage West).

Change is being led by owners who are
aware of self storage’s psychological impact
on their clientele and prospective tenants.
moods brightened when walking past
a row of visually diverse storefronts.
Rather than wanting to hurry along,
they felt energetic and more engaged
with their surroundings.
Additional research has pointed to
the benefits of green space, such as
landscaped areas set within densely
developed urban environments. Just
the sight of nearby nature, the findings show, measurably improves one’s
physical health and emotional sense of
well-being.

AESTHETIC APPEAL

Good design becomes an especially
critical factor in urban and suburban
settings, in part because land is more
expensive and also because of restrictive building codes. Once upon
a time, self storage was built on a
city’s industrial fringes where land was
cheaper and simplistic and nondescript single-story facilities fulfilled
public need. But today, as self-storage
developers seek to build closer to their
clientele, facilities must be designed
as multi-level structures as opposed to
the once-typical elongated singe-story
buildings. Vertical storage, as a result,
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has increasingly become more of the
norm as developers seek to maximize
the amount of storage capacity within
a tighter building footprint. Compared
with the earlier warehouse-type models
on the outskirts, these urban/suburban
infill storage projects require a savvy
development team to surmount a
barrage of complex challenges, such
as impervious cover limits, energyefficiency requirements and prohibitions
on certain exterior materials. Additionally, thoughtful site planning can help
overcome obstacles when adapting
self-storage development to fit on an
irregularly configured or tightly constrained parcel.
Until relatively recently, as architect
Clark Edgecomb, founder of Edgecomb
& Associates in Houston, recollects,
“Self storage was not an architecturally pleasing product.” He’s designed
self storage for 48 years, initially with
an outlying concrete-block structure
devoid of aesthetic appeal, a “bunch of
doors” facility befitting that earlier era’s
public image of self storage. Since then,
his firm has helped owners and developers circumvent that hackneyed image
through better design.

RESIDENTIAL CHARACTER

Edgecomb & Associates’ more recent
self-storage jobs exemplify several of
the attributes of a well-designed selfstorage development. Because many
of his clients are located in the Houston
area, where protection from the region’s
humid subtropical weather is a fundamental aspect of good local architecture, Edgecomb has included covered
drive-thru passageways lined on both
sides with storage spaces and rental
units directly vented for climate control.
Going beyond providing basic creature
comforts, he has also designed a selfstorage storefront/office building with
exposed timber-frame construction,
which visually softens the interior with
the appealing warmth of wood.
Sometimes the development team
must forego an idiosyncratic design
approach and instead follow the
mandates of the governing jurisdiction, as was the case with Storage
West in the deed-restricted subdivision of Cinco Ranch near Katy. Among
other restrictions intended to establish
aesthetic conformity within the upscale
community, the material palette for
the building’s facades was limited to
limestone, brick, stucco and glass. Still,
as Edgecomb notes, underneath the
prescribed exterior elements stands a
metal building. Even the slanted roof is
obscured by cornice and parapet walls,
refined architectural details that help
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Design
Tips

Here are a few ideas to boost your
facility’s curb appeal and enhance
customer experience.
TRANSPARENCY – Glazed
curtainwall at the upper levels of
an entry tower creates a beckoning gesture to passing traffic and
at night showcases luminous
corridors, encompassing well-lit
rows of interior metal doors that
connote the concept of secure
storage.
MATERIAL WARMTH – Wood
finishes imbue interior spaces with a
tactile quality and a visual sense of
warmth that softens a self-storage
facility’s inherently hard-edged
industrial character.
LANDSCAPING – Well-designed
plantings visually counterbalance a
building’s rigid structural elements
and offering views of nature from
within the storage corridors instills
a calming effect on tenants.
MULTI-USE SPACES – Meeting
rooms equipped with videoconferencing technology and comfortable lounge areas provide customers with amenities that will attract
repeat business.
ENERGY-EFFICIENCY – Over the
long-term, energy-efficient design
and smart technology pays for
itself, while some municipalities
even reward developers for building facilities that conserve energy
via LED, solar panels, geothermal
heat pumps, etc.
SMART SITE PLANNING – With
land development codes becoming increasingly complex and constraining for urban/suburban infill
projects, an array of site-planning
issues must be considered, including on-site stormwater retention,
impervious cover limits, preservation of open space, and restrictive
covenants.
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raise public perception of storage from
its quintessential industrial character.

EYE-CATCHING DESIGN

Smart site planning proved essential to making Key Storage Sonterra
commercially viable. Tucked into a
narrow parcel near the intersection of
two busy thoroughfares, the facility
capitalizes on its prominent location
at the edge of the affluent Stone Oak
neighborhood in far north San Antonio.
The owner, Brundage Management
Company, and designer, Dallenbach
Cole Architecture, overcame numerous
obstacles imposed by the compact
site. Yet the team’s resourcefulness
yielded a high-profile facility that incorporates ingenious architectural details
that attract public attention to the
brand and convey its image of safety
and convenience.
Twin towers rise above the threestory building’s roofline at opposite
corners, their striking verticality and
brightly colored exterior accents
combining to create eye-catching
landmarks. Both are faced with glass to
display interior corridors lined with rollup doors painted in Key Storage’s sig-

nature lime green, the same vivid hue
used on the towers’ corner cladding
and window mullions. At night, innovative LED technology boldly illuminates
the towers from within, further emphasizing the facility’s presence and visually
broadcasting the brand’s “secure self
storage” message to the surrounding
communities.

SELF STORAGE 2.0

Fresh ideas in self-storage architecture—such as those highlighted in the
Storage West Cinco Ranch and Key
Storage Sonterra facilities—herald the
emergence of a newly upgraded version of an evolving industry. Change is
being led by owners who are aware of
self storage’s psychological impact on
their clientele and prospective tenants.
Through better design and thoughtful
approaches to customer experience,
they are rising above the competition.
Formerly the executive editor of Texas
Architect magazine, Stephen Sharpe lives in
Austin where he writes about architecture
and urban design.
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